As Historians we will:
Investigate Britain’s settlement by
Anglo-Saxons and Scots including:
Roman .withdrawal from Britain in
AD 410

And Seahouses)..

Anglo-Saxon invasions, settlements

As Athletes we will:

As Scientists we will:

Develop our skills in net and wall

Y4/5 identify that humans and some other

games (netball/ basketball and tennis)

animals have skeletons and muscles for support,

Continue our strength and stamina

protection and movement.

with jump, roll and balance activities.

Describe the simple functions of the basic parts of

Anglo-Saxons

Identify the different types of teeth in humans and

and kingdoms: place names and
village life
Anglo-Saxon art and culture

the digestive system in humans
their simple functions
Y6 identify and name the main parts of the human

Christian conversion–Lindisfarne

circulatory system, and describe the functions of
the heart, blood vessels and blood
Recognise the impact of diet, exercise, drugs and

As Designers we will:

lifestyle on the way their bodies function

Design food for an Anglo Saxon

Describe the ways in which nutrients and water

feast, use our knowledge of

are transported within animals, including humans.

seasonality to design our menus

As Citizens we will:
Look at the religion of Islam
and investigate a local mosque.
Investigate the five pillars of
Islam and how they shape a
Muslim’s daily life.

As ICT technicians we will:
Continue to create our own
games
Use programs to create 3D
models.

As Geographers we will:
Use maps of the UK to identify
Anglo Saxon settlements and
place names.
Create own Anglo-Saxon settlement
maps.

As Authors we will:
Learn the saga of Beowulf and write our
own defeating the monster tale
Investigate formal and informal letter
writing
Poetry (kennings)

As Musicians we will:

Create explanation texts as part of our

Compose music suitable for an Anglo

work on the human body.

Saxon feast.
Play instruments and perform in small
groups.

Book: Y6 Wonder
Y4/5 Room 13
Song: Anglo Saxon Feast Song

As Artists we will:
Create our own mythical creatures in the
style of artists including Dali.
Design an illuminated letter

